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On injections, intertwining operators of class C0 
BÉLA SZ.-NAGY and CIPRIAN FOIAS 
1. An operator J on a (complex, separable) Hilbert space § is of class C0 if 
it is a completely non-unitary contraction and if m(T)=0 for some inner function 
m(X) on the unit disc: |A|<1. T is of class C0(N) with some integer NsO if, 
moreover, its defect indices are ^ N . For a first introduction to the study of these 
classes see [H], These investigations have already lead to many new concepts and 
methods in the theory of Hilbert space operators, and in particular to generaliza-
tions of the "Jordan model" for finite matrices. 
In the present Note we are going to make use of these models for establishing 
some further properties of class C0 operators. 
Let us recall some further definitions and facts. 
An operator is called an injection if ker X= {0}, and a quasi-surjec-
tion ii or, equivalently, if ker X* = {0}. 
Given two operators, T on § and T' on we say that T' can be injected in 
T, or quasi-surjected on T if there exists an operator satisfying TX=XT' 
and which is an injection, or a quasi-surjection, respectively. 
An operator X which is both an injection and a quasi-surjection, is called 
a quasi-affinity, and if TX=XT' holds with such an operator X then T' is called 
a quasi-affine transform of T, in notation T>-T'. If both T> T' and T'>~T hold 
then Tand T' are called quasi-similar, T > 7". 
Every operator T£ C0 is quasi-similar to a unique "Jordan operator" 
(1) S(M) = Sim^SimJ®... on § ( M ) = ©$(/«2)©... 
where M=(m1, m2, •••) is a sequence if inner functions each of which is a divisor 
of the preceding one. Here S(m) means, for any inner function m(k), the operator 
on the function space Sj)(m)=H*QmH2, defined by S(m)=P6ím)S\&(m), S 
denoting the unilateral shift w(A)—Xu(X) on the Hardy—Hilbert space H% for 
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the disc. We have §(m) = {0} if (and only if) m is constant, m = l . 1 ) The number 
of non-constant functions mk in (1) is equal to the multiplicity fiT of the operator 
T.2) For C0 we have nT=n-r*. For these facts, see [1], [2], [3]. 
2. In the sequel we shall be dealing with operators of class C0. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let us be given two operators of class C0, say T on Sj and T' on 
a ) If T and T' can be injected in one another, then they are quasi-similar, b) If 
T' can be injected in, and also quasi-surjected on T, then they are quasi-similar. 
Proof . We have to show that if there exist injections X: and 
such that 
(2) TX = XT' 
and 
(3) (a) T'X' = X'T, or (b) T'*X' = X'T*, 
then T~T'. 
As it is easy to see, there is no loss in generality if we argue with the Jordan 
models of T and T instead of T and T' themselves, i.e. if we assume that 
(4) S = S(M), § ' = §(M') , T=S(M), T' = S(M'), 
where M=(m1, m2, ...) and M'=(m[, ...). Following a standard argument 
(c/., in particular, [4], proof of Theorem 4), we set, for any inner function w, 
Tw = r|w(r)§, T'w = T| w(T')%', Xw = X\ w(T')§>', 
and first notice that by condition (2) we also have 
ywj^w : Ĵ w J1'» . 
clearly, Xw is also an injection. Now, Tw and T'w are unitarily equivalent to 
®S(q{) and ©£(?,')> respectively, where qrj=mi/(miAH') and q'i=mi/(m'j Aw). 
Choosing w=mk for a fixed k we infer that 
© 4 - 1 • = • e s i - g - ) , 3 ) 
i=i \ m k ) ¡=i I m . A f V 
with some injection X m . By virtue of [4], Theorem 4, the second direct sum cannot 
have more non-trivial terms than the first, so we must have m'i/(m'iAmk) = l for 
i^k, and in particular, mk/(mkAmk) = l, m'k\mk. 
Up to a constant factor of modulus one. It is convenient not to distinguish two inner func-
tions which differ in such a factor only. 
a) For any operator T, ¡iT is defined as the smallest cardinal of a set of vectors which, together 
with its transforms by T, T', etc., span the whole space of T. 
s) If k= 1 the first direct sum should be meant as the trivial operator on the spacp {o}. 
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In casé condition (3a) holds the same argument àppliês with thé rôles óf T 
and T interchanged; and we hâve mk\mk for every k. Wè conclude ttíát 
If it is condition (3b) which is assumed; we arrive at the same result as follows. 
It is well known that for any inner m, S(m)* is unitarily equivalent to S(m~), 
whëre ni~ (X)=m(X). So (4) implies that T* and T'* are unitarily equivalent to 
S{M~) and S(M"~), respectively, and then we deduce from (3b) that mk \m'k~ 
for every k, in the same way as we deduced m'k \mk from (2). But mk \m'k~ obviously 
implies ihk\m'k and we conclude again that mk=m'k. 
Thus in both cases T and T' have the same Jordan model so they are quasi-
similar. This concludes the proof. 
R e m a r k . The quasi-similarity of T and 7" is, in general, not effectuated by 
the operators X, X' figuring in (2), (3a) or (3b), since they need not be quasi-
affinities. Example: T— T'—O on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and 
X- X'=(a unilateral shift on §). 
However, such a phenomenon cannot occur if the operators T, T' are of finite 
multiplicity. This will be proved in the rest of this paper: 
3. First we prove the following 
Lemma. Let T be an operator of class Ca(N) on with some finite N. Then 
every injection X on commuting with T, is a quasi-affinity. 
Proo f . Let Tx be the restriction of T to the subspace which is in-
variant for Tt because. 
(5) TxX = XT. 
Let T= * ] be the triangulâtion of T with respect to the decomposition 
¿2- Let &T—02&! be the corresponding regulár factorization of the 
characteristic function 0T of T; &Tl and 0T¡¡ coincide then with the purely con-
tractive parts 0° and Q\ of 01 and @2, respectively; cf. [H] Chapter VII. Since 
T is of class C0(N), all these functions are finite square-matrix valued so we have 
(6) det 0T = det 02 • det 0 1 = det 0% • det Q\ = det 0T% • det 0Tl, 
up to constant factors of modulus one. 
Since X can be regarded as a quasi-áffinity from (5) it follows that 
T is a quasi-affine transform of 7\; T{^T. Hence, T arid Tt are quasi-siniilar tc> 
the same Jordan operator S(M), M=(m1,m¡¡,mk), K^N; cf. [1] Theorem 2 
(arid also [2] Theorem 3). Hence we have, by the formula (1.7) of [1], 
det @ r — m1...mk = det ©j , ; 
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comparing this with (6) we conclude that det 0 T j is a constant (of modulus one). 
The minimal function mTt, being a divisor of det &Tt (cf. [H] Sec. VI. 5), is also 
constant, and therefore we have as asserted. 
4. Every operator T£C0(N) is of finite multiplicity, fiT^N, but not every 
operator T£C0 with finite multiplicity belongs to some class C0(N). Therefore, 
the following theorem is an extension of the Lemma (even if T= 7")-
T h e o r e m 2. Let T and T' be operators of class C0 on the spaces § and 
respectively, and suppose T and T' are quasi-similar and have finite multiplicity, 
¡iT=HT,=K. Then every injection operator intertwining T and T' is a quasi-ajfinity.4) 
Proo f . Let X be an injection such that TX=XT'. Since T~T', 
there exists a quasi-affinity Q:S>—$>' such that T'Q = QT, and hence TX'=X'T 
with X'=XQ. Clearly X' is an injection; furthermore, A" is a quasi-surjection 
iflf so is X. Hence it suffices to show that every injection X' on § satisfying 
(7) TX' = X'T 
is a quasi-surjection, i.e. such that X'9)=§>. 
Setting §>i=X'§> and Ti=T\9)1 we deduce from (7), as in the proof of the 
Lemma, that TX>T, T*>T*. Since, on the other hand, T*~S(M)* with some 
M=(mlt m2, ..., mK), we conclude that there exist quasi-affinities 
/ ^ - ^ ( M ) 
such that 
(8) T* A = A S(M)*, S(M)*B = BT*, S(M)*B1 = BlTf. 
Set Y=B1P1A, where denotes the orthogonal projection of § onto its 
subspace Then P1T*=T*P1 and by (8): 
YS(M)* = B^A S(M)* = BlP1T*A = BXTXPXA = S(M)*B1P1A = S(M)*Y. 
Furthermore, by the quasi-surjectivity of A and Bu 
Y%(M) = BXPXA^(M) = BXP^ = §(M). 
It follows that Y* is an injective operator on § (M) , commuting with S(M). As 
we have S(M)(LC9(K) it follows from the Lemma that Y* is quasi-surjective. 
Hence, Y (=B1P1A) is injective. This implies that PXA is injective also. 
Let us now assume that § ^ ¡ 9 , and consider in §2 =£>©£>i a cyclic subspace 
for T2* ( = r * | | j 2 ) . The restriction of T£ to this subspace is then quasi-similar 
to an operator S(ri) associated with a non-constant inner function n (cf. [1], Theorem 
2 applied to a C0-class operator of multiplicity 1). Since S(ri)* is unitarily equivalent 
4) This was conjectured by P. Y. Wu in connection with his investigations [5] on commutants 
of class C0 operators (communication to the first author on October 1, 1975). As far as we know 
the following one is the first proof. 
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to S(m), where m—n there exists in particular an injection C: Sj(m)-«-|j2 
such that 
(9) CS(m)* = T*C. 
Next consider the operator Z on §> (M) © § (m) defined by 
(10) Z(hu®hJ = B(AhM + Chm)®0 (hMe?>(M), /im€§(m)). 
From (8), (9), (10) we obtain 
B(A S(M)*hM + CS(m)*hm) = B(T*AhM+T*ChJ = 
= BT*{AhM + Chm) = S(M)*B(AhM+ChJ, 
and hence, 
Z ( S (M) © S (m)*) ( h M e h J = (S(M)*®S(m)*)Z(hM(Bhm), 
i.e. Z commutes with the operator S(M)*(B S(m)*, which clearly belongs to 
CQ(K+1). Furthermore, Z is injective. Indeed, Z(hM@hm)=0 implies Ahm= 
— Chm£5)2, and hence P1AhM=0, hM=0 because P1A is an injection. Since 
C is also injective, Chm=—AhM=0 implies hm=0. 
Applying the Lemma we get that Z is also quasi-surjective. This contradicts 
the fact that, by (10), its range lies in §(M)©{0}. 
This contradiction proves that so I is a quasi-affinity. 
5. To end let us venture the following conjecture, which would largely generalize 
Theorem 2 in case T=T': 
C o n j e c t u r e . For any contraction J on § of class C„ and of finite multiplicity, 
and for any operator I on § such that TX=XT, the operators 
T\\terX and (r* |kerX*)* 
are quasi-similar. 
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